CONTENT WRITING
PROPOSAL
Being a part of an emerging online
business, Delta Tech Services
Offers content writing services to
varied online business houses
ranging from health to safety,
education to celebration and law to
jobs, etc. As with the time, online
visitors and search engines need
updated content and that should
be with a high flourish able style.
Content is a way through which
one can gain everything and one
too can lose everything.
Online content can only be built
your business reputation and
goodwill in the corporate market.
With highly constructed wordings
get familiar your business to the
entire world.

Why Content
Writing Services...!!
Attractive and nurturing content.
Attracting new visitors and retaining
existing ones.
Build and enhance an additional image
of your business.
Achieving high ranking position over
different search engines.
Improving the bounce rate of the
website.
Get the world familiar with your new
launches and online services.
Boost your website internally.

Delta Tech services based on...!!
High qualified and well-skilled
content team.
Quality and reliability services.
Client Satisfaction.
Strong business ethics.
Flexible Monthly plans that suites the
client's budget.
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deltatechnology
deltatechno4
deltatechservices

Benefits you get from us
The number of blogs given to clients will be 10
in one month and the number of blogs
increases as per client needs.
The client will get the advantage of free
graphics for blogs, he/she no need to pay more
for weblog photos.
The client will get the free posting of the blog on
the website, he/she no need to pay for posting.
Our professional writers follow tags and trends
that effectively increase the number of visitors
to your website.
We provide error-free content which is why we
give you Grammarly-approved and plagiarismchecked content that is of high quality and
unique.
Free posting of your blogs on any one social
media platform with graphics.
Punctuality matters a lot; thus, we deliver
content on time - within 36 hours
The Blog contains 2 main keywords of your
business which help your business website to
grow on search engines.
The blog words limit in this package will be
600 - 1000 words.
One Free Blog
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